


Abstract—This  paper  surveys  the  proposed  solutions  for  the
design of an ultra-light Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, showing the most
recent advances in technology for the power system of the design. In
particular  this  paper  focuses  on  the  electrical  components  of  the
project,  showing  a  brief  review  of  the  single  objects  and  their
applicability for the design of a Solar-Powered Airplane. The aim of
this  paper  is  to  collect  all  the  useful  information  for  people  who
wants to begin a design process for an ultra light aerial vehicle with
electric  propulsion  system and  a  solar  energy  conversion  source,
giving  basic  information  about  the  state  of  the  art  of  the  UAV
projects  and  the  requirements  for  the  power  system management
elements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OLAR Energy  is  certainly  the  cleanest  energy  in  the
world. Usages of solar energy are widespread in military,

industrial  and  commercial  applications.  Among  these,  the
usage of  solar  energy to  power  an unmanned aerial  vehicle
(UAV) seems to be a very interesting application [1],  which
requires a complex engineering approach for the design and
the  optimization  of  the  project  [2]-[4].  In  this  field,  recent
projects have successfully accomplished their missions, laying
some milestones for the research in Manned and Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles [5]-[7].

S

Though the primary issues of this kind of project resides in
the mechanics and aerodynamics of the vehicle,  such as the
sizing of the airfoil and the reduction and distribution of the
weights, which are very well discussed in other references [8],
[9],  this paper focuses on the aspects related to electric and
electronic  devices,  i.e.  the  actual  propulsion  system equally
challenging and influent on the success of  the project  [10]-
[12]. This paper provides a short discussion of the main design
and optimization issues for each of the electrical components
of  a  solar  powered  airplane;  in  particular  it  analyzes  the
applicability of the latest developments to the general design
problem. We start discussing the propulsion systems (Section
II),  then  about  the  batteries  (Section  III),  the  photovoltaic
panels  (Section  IV),  and  the  control  systems and  strategies
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II.PROPULSION SYSTEM

In the design of the power system for an aerial vehicle, the
weight of each component plays a fundamental role, since the
performances of the vehicle and the power requirements will
be strictly related to the overall weight of the UAV. Therefore,
much care has to be put on the power-to-weight ratio in the
choice of the type of motor to be used. Based on this crucial
parameter,  Permanent  Magnet  Brushless  DC  motors
(PMBLDC) are commonly considered the best possible choice
for the propulsion of an Aerial Vehicle [13]. In fact, PMBLDC
motors have many advantages over other motors due to their
high  efficiency,  low weight,  silent  operation,  compact  size,
high  reliability  and  low  maintenance  requirements.  Due  to
these features they are the most used motors in vehicle and
pumping  applications.  This  make  PMBLDC  motors  very
interesting even for research activity, aiming to improve their
performances for various applications, ranging from low-cost
and low-power applications to fields requiring high precision
[14],[15].

The  Permanent  Magnet  Brushless  Machine  (PMBL)  is  a
synchronous machine with permanent magnets,  displaced  on
the rotor  surface  or  buried  in  the  rotor  body,  replacing  the
excitation  windings,  slip  rings and  brushes.  The absence  of
these elements makes the machine shorter,  thus reducing not
only the size, but also the distance between the bearings; by
this  way  the  machine  is  more  rigid  and  can  reach  higher
speeds. 

PM Brushless machines can be divided into two categories.
The first is called PM ac, brushless ac, or sinusoidal-fed PM
machine,  and uses  continuous feedback  of  rotor  position  to
supply  the  armature  windings  with  sinusoidal  voltages  and
currents by pulse width modulation of the supply voltage. The
ideal motional EMF is sinusoidal, so that the interaction with
sinusoidal  currents  produces  constant  torque  with  very  low
ripple.

The  latter  category  of  PM  Brushless  machine  is  called
brushless dc, trapezoidal brushless machine, or rectangular-fed
machine.  The  three-phase  quasi  square  wave  currents  of
duration 120 electrical degrees are supplied to the machine, in
which the ideal motional EMF is trapezoidal and synchronized
with the current waveform, i.e. the constant part of the back
EMF waveform coincides with the intervals of constant phase
current  (Fig.  1).  For  this  type  of  machine,  rotor-position
information is needed only at the commutation points that are
every 60 electrical degrees.
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Fig. 1 – Phase currents and back EMF waves of a PM brushless dc
machine

In absence of magnetic saliency (isotropic rotor),  both the
trapezoidal and sinusoidal machines can be represented by the
same equivalent  circuit  for  each  phase  winding (Fig.  2),  in
which  the  source  voltage  v supplies  current  i to  the  phase
circuit consisting of series-connected resistance  R, equivalent
inductance Leq, and motional back EMF e. The motional EMF
is due to the movement of the PM rotor and is proportional to
the  rotor  speed,  and  therefore  is  dependent  on  the  rotor
position.
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Fig. 2 – Equivalent circuit of isotropic PM brushless machine

The phase voltage equations of the machine are as follows:

{
va=R⋅ia+

L⋅dia

dt
+

M⋅di b

dt
+

M⋅di c

dt
+ea

vb=R⋅ib+
L⋅dib

dt
+

M⋅dic

dt
+

M⋅dia

dt
+eb

vc=R⋅i c+
L⋅dic

dt
+

M⋅di a

dt
+

M⋅dib

dt
+ec

(1)

where L and M are the self-inductance of each phase and the
mutual  inductance  between  phases,  respectively.  In  a  star-
connected  three-phase  winding  with  isolated  star  point,  the
sum of the three currents must be equal to zero, and therefore
(1) may be rewritten as

{
va=R⋅ia+

( L−M )⋅di a

dt
+ea

vb=R⋅ib+
( L−M )⋅di b

dt
+eb

vc=R⋅i c+
( L−M )⋅di c

dt
+ec

(2)

where (L-M) = Leq.
In a BLDC machine the most common way to supply the

phase windings with quasi square wave currents synchronized
to the trapezoidal waveforms of back EMF, is through voltage-
source  current-controlled  inverters.  The  magnitude  of  the
current  waveform, Imax,  is  proportional  to  the machine shaft
torque. Then, by controlling the phase-currents in magnitude
and frequency, torque and speed can be controlled.

Current  control  can be  realized  using one of  the  simplest
control strategies available, the ‘‘triangular carrier modulation
strategy’’ [16], which offers additional advantages:
• the switching frequency depends on the triangular carrier;
• the ability to follow the current references is quite accurate;
• the hardware implementation is very simple.
The PWM modulation frequency is generally in the range 4-10
kHz, but inverters using IGBT can reach a frequency of 30
kHz and over. The commutation sequence is generated by the
controller according to the rotor position which is traditionally
sensed using Hall sensors, resolvers or optical encoders. These
sensors increase the cost and size of the motor and a special
mechanical arrangement is required for mounting the sensors.
Furthermore,  Hall  sensors  are  temperature  sensitive,  and  so
represent an operation limit for the system. The cost reduction
of controllers for PMBLDC motor drives can be accomplished
by two approaches: in the topological approach, the number of
switches, sensors and associated circuitry used to compose the
power converter  is  minimized;  in  the control  approach new
algorithms are designed and implemented in conjunction with
the converter to produce the desired characteristics.

Another completely different idea for reducing the size, the
weight and the cost of the controller,  is to avoid the use of
sensor  to  detect  the  actual  position  of  the  rotor  [17].  The
position is then estimated by the sensing of voltage and current
values,  elaborated  by an  additional  dedicated  circuitry.  The
lack  of  a  direct  sensor  causes  the  needs  for  higher
performances of the calculator and bigger memory for the data
elaboration.  To  estimate  the  position  of  a  PM  brushless
machine, many schemes are possible for the sensorless control.
The three main methods used are briefly summarized in the
following.

A. Position Detection by Motional Back EMF

The instantaneous magnitude of the EMF depends on the
actual  position of  the rotor  and therefore  information about
position is  contained in the EMF waveform. However,  it  is
hard  to  extract  information  on  back  EMF,  due  to  rapidly
changing current in the windings and induced voltages during
commutation  phases.  Furthermore,  the  motional  EMF  is
proportional  to  rotor  speed  and  then  it  cannot  be  detected
during the starting operation,  until  the speed  has  reached  a
threshold value. The absence or the reduced value of motional
EMF  at  zero  or  very  low  speed  can  be  addressed  by
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accelerating  the  motor  to  a  suitable  speed  with  a  preset
sequence of excitation. In trapezoidal brushless machines the
rotor position information can be obtained detecting the zero-
crossing points of the back EMF wave, which is “measured”
across  the  terminals  of  each  of  the  three  machine  phases.
These zero-crossing points are phase shifted of 90 electrical
degrees  through  the  rotor  positions  where  commutation
between phases takes place. Therefore, they have to be phase
shifted before they can be used for commutation. This method
is usually used in low cost application [18],[19].

An  improved  method  [20]  utilizes  the  third-harmonic
component  in  the  EMF  waveform,  in  order  to  reduce  the
phase-shifting problem mentioned above. This third-harmonic
component has a frequency three times that of the fundamental
component  and  its  peak  values  are  in  phase  with the  rotor
positions where commutation between phases takes place. For
this reason, the third harmonic waveform is shifted through a
rotor position of 30 electrical degrees by integration, so that
the zero crossings of the integrated waveform (third harmonic
flux component)  correspond to the rotor  positions at  which
excitation must be switched between the phases.

B. Position Detection by Inductance Variation

This method involves monitoring of the rate of change of
winding currents, which depends on the winding inductances
that,  in  turn,  are  a  function  of  rotor  position  and  the  same
currents.  Then  rotor  position  information  can  be  extracted
from winding currents and their rates of change. An important
advantage of such a scheme is that it can be used even at zero
speed,  in  absence  of  motional  EMF.  Detection  of  rotor
position  by inductance  variations  in  isotropic  PM brushless
machines is not simple, because of the absence of an inherent
magnetic saliency, so any variation of inductance with rotor
position  arises  only  from magnetic  saturation.  Furthermore,
this incremental inductance variation undergoes two cycles per
single electrical cycle of the machine, causing an ambiguity of
180 electrical degrees in sensed position. In fact, the minimum
value of incremental  inductance occurs at  rotor  positions 0°
and 180°, while the flux linkage is maximum positive at 0° and
maximum negative at 180°. Despite these obvious difficulties,
there have been numerous attempts to use inductance variation
to detect rotor position in PM machines.

To  solve  the  rotor  orientation  ambiguity,  the  most  used
approach  consists  in  considering  the  effect  of  magnetic
saturation on the incremental inductance. If a positive current
pulse is injected in the winding when the rotor is aligned at the
0°  position,  the  effect  of  the  pulse  is  to  increase  the  total
positive flux linkage, but if the rotor is at the 180° position, the
current reduces the total negative flux linkage. Therefore, the
difference between the flux amplitudes for the two alternative
rotor  positions,  to  which  corresponds  a  difference  level  of
magnetic  saturation,  can  be  used  to  discriminate  the  two
positions.  If  magnetic  saturation  increases,  the  incremental
inductance is lower and the amplitude of the current pulse is
larger.  This  scheme  is  widely  used  in  high-performance
motors, and is often applied with the motor stopped, since the
back EMF is zero [21].

C.Position Detection by Flux-Linkage Variation

This last method is based on the phase voltage equation of
the machine

 
d

v R i
dt

  (3)

The total  flux linkage   is  a  function  of  the current  and
position of the rotor, and can be estimated by integration of the
phase voltage after subtracting the resistive voltage drop [22],
[23].

λ=∫(v−Ri )dt . (4)

III. BATTERIES

For using batteries in application based on the solar energy
as the power source,  the power system design needs crucial
considerations concerning the battery management [24]. In this
kind  of  application  batteries  are  often  the  most  limiting
component in terms of lifetime: photovoltaic panels, for their
own characteristics and electrical  behavior,  are not the ideal
source for battery recharge operation, and this means, as for
lead-acid  batteries,  a  strong  reduction  of  their  lifetime.
Therefore  the  charging  method  and  strategies  become  an
essential issue for granting a long enough lifetime. Depending
on the kind of batteries chosen for the design of the UAV, the
design of  an optimized  battery charging scheme is  required
[25],[26].

The most simple system, that could give the best efficiency
in  terms  of  accumulated  charge  to  incident  power  ratio,  is
based  upon  the  load  line  method:  the  idea  is  to  have  the
intersection between the solar panel V-I characteristics and the
battery load line in the point  of maximum power extraction
from the PV, the same of the optimal recharge condition for
the  battery  [25].  But  this  system is  not  really  suitable  for
applications  like  an  UAV,  in  which  the  environmental
conditions,  and  so  the  illumination  flux  on  the  panels,  are
rapidly varying, introducing the need for a constant maximum
power point tracking of the photovoltaic panel.

The charging system represents  a  strong issue,  and  many
theoretical and technical solutions have been suggested during
several years [26].

The charger has three main functions: delivering charge to
the  battery,  optimizing  the  charge  rate,  and  terminating the
charge. The charging process can be realized through different
schemes and algorithms, depending on the battery chemistry
(single- and multi-chemistry battery chargers).

A. Single-chemistry algorithms

The single-chemistry battery chargers are the most widely
used; the batteries are mainly nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), nickel-
metal-hydride (NiMH), and lithium-ion (Li-ion) types.

Ni-Cd / NiMH batteries

Ni-Cd and NiMH batteries  have almost the same voltage
cutoff and charging performances, so they can be charged by
the same battery charger using the same charging algorithm.
The difference consists in the charge termination method, so
that  many  algorithms  have  been  proposed  to  let  a  single
charger to operate correctly with both types. In [27] the author
suggests  to  use  a  constant  current  until  an  inflection  point
occurs:  at  this time, the charger  turns the charging mode in
trickle  charging,  in  order  to  avoid  overcharging.  Another
solution [28] consists in 3 steps: first a battery voltage sensing
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is  performed to determine the state  of  the battery;  then the
battery is charged with a high current or a low one, according
to  voltage  and  temperature  conditions;  finally  a  very  low
current  is  used  to  charge  the  battery  until  it  will  be
disconnected from the charger.

Other  solutions  have  been  proposed  in  the  case  of  solar
charging of the batteries  [29]:  one of these is  based  on the
continuous observation of the battery voltage and current in a
time window of 5-10 minutes. The charging process will be
ongoing until the variations in current and voltage derivatives
will be confined in predetermined thresholds. Another solution
is based on the separation of battery in two legs, and on the
comparative detection of temperature and its derivative in both
the  legs,  using  the  temperature  variation  as  the  parameters
which determines which one of the two legs has to be charged,
or both.

Besides  these  algorithms  there  are  many  others,  more
complex,  which need  the  knowledge of  the  capacity  of  the
battery to be performed. So the charger will act differently in
different  situations;  mainly  three  cases  are  provided:  fully
charged, half charged and discharged. Once the state of charge
(SOC) has been detected, different operation methods could be
performed.  For  example,  if  the  battery  is  completely
discharged,  it  will  be  first  charged  with a  trickle current  to
avoid  damages  due  to  high  current,  and  then  completely
charged with a high current, while if it is half charged, it will
be first completely discharged to prevent memory effect [30].
Other  works  proposed  different  charging  methods,  like  the
pulse charging [31].

Li-ion batteries

Li-ion batteries have many critical problems regarding the
charging  process,  in  order  to  avoid  overcharging.  They are
charged  with  a  constant  voltage  and  the  current  should  be
limited to prevent overheating at the beginning of the charging
process. Furthermore the equal distribution of charge between
the  cells  in  the  battery  is  continuously  checked  to  have  a
balanced voltage.

An algorithm [32] is based on the initial check of the state
of  charge,  through  the  initial  open-circuit  voltage
measurement, and the continuous temperature control:  if the
battery  is  completely  uncharged  (voltage  lower  than  a
threshold), it will be charged with a low current until it is half
charged,  and  then  the  charge  is  completed  with  an  high
current.  If the temperature rises up over a certain value, the
battery is electrically disconnected from the charger, until the
temperature come back in the predetermined bounds.

Another method [33] is to control, after the total charge, the
open circuit voltage of individual cells, to detect whether there
are  some  unbalanced  or  not.  The  more  charged  cells  are
selectively discharged, until the voltage difference across all
the cells is lower than 0,1 V. Now, if the temperature is in the
allowed  range,  the  cells  are  charged  applying a  continuous
voltage, until a voltage threshold is reached: at this point the
charging mode is switched to continuous current one. When
the current limit is reached, the charge stops.

B. Multi-chemistry algorithms

In  multi-chemistry  chargers  the  main  goal  consists  in
detecting the type and size of the battery, in order to choose
the  most  suitable  charging  scheme.  Many  techniques  have

been  proposed  to  allow  the  controller  to  operate  in  safe
charging conditions.

Many solar battery chargers are based on the principle of
the interrupt charge control (ICC)[34]: the battery is charged
with current  pulses  at  a  50% duty cycle,  that  increases  the
accuracy in the voltage sensing at the end of each rest cycle.
Charging  speed  can  increase  if  there  are  two  batteries  to
charge at the same time, since all the available solar power is
used to charge each battery in its charging cycle. Chargers use
the power obtained  by the solar  array to charge the battery
during the charge cycle, while during the rest cycle the battery
is disconnected. Voltage and voltage drop are checked at the
end of  every rest  cycle.  If  the voltage  increases  and  is  not
within a certain range, the algorithm still charge the battery. If
the voltage drop is higher than a certain threshold, the charge
stops. If there is no voltage drop,  and the battery voltage is
within  the  security  range  for  Li-ion  batteries,  the  constant
voltage charging mode begins, until the voltage drop is under a
certain threshold.

Another algorithm [35] is based on an open circuit voltages
(OCV) lookup table, established for different possibilities of
battery  cells.  The  possible  battery  type  is  determined  by
sensing the OCV and comparing it to the values of the lookup
table.  To  prevent  damage in case of Li-ion battery a safety
limit  voltage  is  set.  Then  the  charger  starts  the  charging
operation  in  constant  current  mode  and  an  hysteresis
measurement test  begins to detect  the battery typology. The
test is based on a discharge-charge cycle of 30s+30s.  If the
differences in OCV after  this cycle is  higher than a certain
value, the battery is a Ni-Cd or a NiMH one. In this case, the
constant  current  mode  will  continue  until  the  battery  is
completely  charged.  If  the  test  is  not  able  to  detect  the
chemistry of the battery, the Li-ion nature is supposed, and the
constant current mode will stop when the safety limit voltage is
reached.

A  last  algorithm  [36]  is  based  on  the  inflection  point
principle to identify the typology of the battery. The constant
current mode is used to charge the battery, and the voltage and
its  derivative  are  checked  at  each  time  step.  Nickel  based
batteries have a voltage peak of 6-7% over the inflection point,
while Li-ion ones have a peak of 10%. So the constant current
mode is ongoing until a voltage drop occurs (6-7% above the
inflection point), or until the voltage goes 10% or more above
the  inflection  point.  In  the  latter  case  the  constant  voltage
charging  is  switched  on  to  complete  the  Li-ion  battery
charging.

In  solar  powered  airplane  applications  a  very  common
problem dealing  with  batteries  is  the  uncertainty  about  the
remaining charge,  as the battery capacity decreases  with the
time and the utilization. To avoid conditioning of the charging
and powering processes of the batteries, proposed systems that
aim  to  predict  the  state  of  charge  of  the  batteries  usually
operate with algorithms that collect all the available data of the
airplane  status  and  estimate  the  SOC using a  pre-described
model of the charge consumption. The reliability of the system
depends  on  the  accuracy  of  the  collected  data,  and  on  the
complexity of the model, that has to be recorded on the on-
board embedded processor which executes the algorithm. The
battery  behavior  model  itself  is  not  enough to  determine  a
complete  SOC prediction  algorithm with a  good  reliability,
since many parameters could affect the battery behavior, and
many of these are not simply predictable as linear parameters,
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or  white  noise,  or  Gaussian.  So  the  choice  of  the  filtering
method to manage these parameters is crucial to the reliability
of  the  algorithm.  Many  solution  have  been  proposed  in
literature,  like Statistic  Based Baseline models,  Probabilistic
Regression Models or Particle Filters [37].

Depending on the mission tasks the UAV is designed for, it
will need a different amount of stored charge to accomplish its
goal.  But  surely an issue regarding the storage  of  electrical
power onboard still be valid. From the literature we know that
the  batteries  represent  the  heaviest  component  inside  the
power management system for a solar powered UAV.

As for the other components of the power system, batteries
are  still  under  ongoing  investigation  to  improve  their
performances,  fabrication processes  and energy management
[38]. So the energy stored to weight ratio becomes the crucial
parameter for the choice of the batteries for the design of the
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. This requirement obviously paves
the way for the choice of Fuel Cells [39]. 

Comparing to other batteries technology, like Lithium ions,
or Nickel Cadmium batteries, Fuel Cells have a very higher
energy density, due to their capacity of converting chemical
energy in electrical one. Fuel Cells systems are widely used in
aerospace missions, because they are 25%-50% lighter than a
battery system [40].

Generally,  for  electric  vehicles,  the  propulsion  system is
powered by an hybrid power source,  in which the Fuel Cell
system is coupled to a battery, usually a Lithium-ion battery
stack.  The  battery  has  the  role  of  energy  buffer:  it  power
assists  the  fuel  cell  system  during  peak  power  demands
(acceleration)  and allows shifting the operation point  of the
fuel cells to optimize the efficiency [41]. Recently it has been
analyzed the feasibility for realizing a powertrain drive system
with a passive hybrid control scheme, without the utilization of
buck DC\DC transformers for the power sharing of the two
power sources [42].

The most promising fuel  cells  seem to be  the  electrolyte
ones, but these kind of cells could show some more problem
for  the  utilization  in  an  aerial  vehicle:  since  the  working
principle  is  based  upon  the  capability  of  the  electrolyte  to
generate power form H2 and O2, giving water as byproduct, the
need for hydrogen and oxygen storage has to be approached
considering the pressure variations when the vehicle is flying
at different altitudes. In general an Oxygen tank is not suitable
for aircraft operations. For the application of the fuel cells on
the  aerial  vehicles  many studies  have  been  performed,  also
because the aim of reducing the weight of the batteries is still
valid  for  the  conventionally  motored  airplane,  used  in
commercial  flights  [43].  Novel  technology  for  fuel  cell
systems can be explored, like the methanol fuel cells, which
can  avoid  the  problem  of  managing  pressure  requirements
[44].

In 1998 NASA began the development of a H2-O2 Fuel Cell
with  regeneration  cycle:  during  the  daylight  the  PV  panel
converts  the  solar  light  into  electricity,  which  powers  the
airplane motor and the electrolyzer  also.  This one takes the
stored  water,  the  result  of  precedent  electricity  production
from electrolysis, and divides it in H2 and O2, which are stored
for the next use in the Fuel cell [45].

IV. PHOTOVOLTAIC

For  a  solar  powered  UAV,  which  has  only  the  solar
irradiance as power source, the importance of the choice and
the sizing of the photovoltaic panel is evident.

The solar  energy conversion is  one  of  the most explored
research fields nowadays, and focuses both on modeling and
technological improvements.

The ideal model of a solar cell is characterized by a current
generator with a diode. The current equation is given by:

I =I L−I 0(exp(
qV
kT

−1)) (5)

where IL is the cell’s photocurrent, that depends on the solar
irradiation and temperature,  ID is the diode current,  I0 is the
reverse saturation current of the diode, q is the electron charge,
k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature of the
solar cell.

A  more  detailed  model  adds  a  series  resistance  RS to
represent  the  electric  behavior  of  the  cell.  In  this  case  (5)
becomes:

I =I l−I 0(exp (q
(V + IRS)

kT
)−1) (6)

Moreover, a parallel resistance is introduced in the model, and
the current equation becomes:

I =I L−(V +
IRS

RP

)− I 0(exp (q
(V + IRS)

kT
)−1) (7)

This model is the simplest  available to study a real  solar
cell; however, it is not complete enough, since many processes
occur  in  a  solar  cell,  and  they are  often  depending  on  the
technology the solar cell is made with. In this model the RS

parameter indicates all the current losses in the cell that do not
allow all the charge collected by the junction to reach the outer
circuit (ideal value is 0), while the RP parameter indicates all
the possible current paths in the cell between the two regions
of the junction, that should be avoided (ideal value is infinite).

Fig. 3 - Equivalent circuit of a solar cell

To perform a correct prediction of the solar cell behavior,
many parameters have to be considered and represented in a
model which is expected to be valid. Among these parameters,
the most commonly considered is the temperature. The effect
of temperature on solar cell efficiency is strong and complex,
since it affects the solar cell operating principle in many way.
First,  the  temperature  affects  the  diode  reverse  saturation
current as follows
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I 0=I 0r [T /T t ]
3 exp(

qEG

kA
[

1
T r

−
1
T

]) (8)

where Tr is  the cell  reference temperature,  I0r is the reverse
saturation current at Tr, and Eg is the band-gap energy of the
semiconductor  used  in  the  cell.  The  photocurrent  IL also
depends on the temperature as follows:

I L=[I scr + k i(T−T r)]
S

100
(9)

where Iscc is the cell short circuit current at T r, ki  is the short
circuit temperature coefficient and S is the solar radiation.

To take into account the influence of temperature, a diode
ideality factor A is introduced in the expression of the diode
current as follows:

I D=I 0 exp (
qV
Akt

)−1 (10)

The ideality factor is set to achieve the best I-V curve match.
Other parameters which influence the behavior of solar cell

are the radiation incidence angle and the dust concentration in
the  air.  Many  studies  have  been  performed  to  model  the
behavior  of  solar  cells  taking into account  these parameters
[46], with good results in terms of prediction of variation of
solar cell efficiency and energetic output; however, regarding
the design of a solar panel installation on an ultra-light aircraft,
the flight dynamic represents a  new variable which strongly
influence the performance of the photo-conversion.

The  application  object  of  this  study  also  demands  many
other requirements: because of the lightness requisites and the
frequent variations of illumination conditions, the purpose of
pursuing the best efficiency has to be balanced by other needs,
in particular the need of a very light weight, but also of a good
average  efficiency  which  takes  into  account  the  frequent
changes of weather and orientation.

So it is necessary to analyze very well all the parameters
involved in the design of the UAV for the best choice of the
power source [47]. This is why thin film photovoltaic panels
are the suggested technology for the utilization in application
characterized by the ultra-light oriented design. 

There are different technologies for the realization of thin
film  solar  cells:  the  major  ones,  already  well  explored  by
researchers,  are  those  based  on  Silicon  (amorphous  or
polycrystalline),  on Cadmium Teluride  and on Copper  [48].
The organic solar cells also appear promising as a solution for
ultra-light projects, especially solid state DSSC [49], but they
are  still  in  a  research  stage,  and  so  longer  studies  about
stability  are  necessary  to  predict  their  behavior  in  hard
environmental  conditions  like  those  expected  for  an  aerial
vehicle.

While  the  sizing  and  the  installation  of  the  photovoltaic
panels  is  submitted  to  mechanic  and  dynamic  evaluations,
from the power management point of view what is critic is the
optimization of the output power from the panels. The single
solar  cell,  and  therefore  a  solar  panel,  realized  as  a  series-
parallel  combination  of  solar  cells,  has  a  single  point  of
maximum power output, and so it is needed to make the panel
work  at  that  point.  Of  course,  this  condition  cannot  be

permanently  achieved,  especially  for  UAVs,  flying  in  hard
environmental  conditions  and  fast  varying  atmospheric
conditions, which may generate frequent and wide variations
of the power produced by the solar panels. So the need for a
good  Maximum  Power  Point  Tracking  (MPPT)  system  is
evident [50].

The MPPT operation can be accomplished following one of
the many algorithms proposed in the years [51]-[53]. The most
used algorithms, as observed in literature, are those based on
the  direct  readings  of  the  output  variables  of  the  source,
current  and  voltage:  in  particular,  the  P&O  algorithm
(Perturbation  and  Observation)  is  based  upon  the  idea  of
periodically changing the operating voltage (perturbation) of
the solar cells, and then reading the variation of the generated
power (observation): if the power increases after the voltage
variation, then the successive voltage step will have the same
direction of the previous one; else if the power reduces,  the
successive variation will go counter  side.  It  is a simple and
very efficient method, but has many problems, in particular an
intrinsic one: it always needs to apply a voltage variation, and
so the maximum power point  will never be established in a
constant way, leading, in the best case, to a ripple in the output
power  signal,  whose  envelope  is  the  maximum  power
available, resulting in a power extraction loss. Moreover, the
ability of this scheme to follow correctly the maximum power
point  in rapidly changing environmental  condition is strictly
dependent from the sampling frequency of the system.

Beside  this  scheme,  the  other  one  widely  used  is  that
proposed by Hussein [54],  named Incremental  Conductance:
the idea is to evaluate the sign of the derivative of the power
with respect to the voltage. Being this derivative, as definition,
equal to zero  in the maximum power point,  the sign of the
derivative  indicates  whether  the  actual  operation  voltage  is
higher or lower than the actual maximum power point voltage.
As the instantaneous power is equal to  P=V I, evaluating the
sign of the derivative of the power with respect to the voltage
means  comparing  the  instantaneous  equivalent  conductance
(given by the I/V ratio, with negative sign, due to the position
of  the  V-I  curve  in  the  fourth  quadrant  for  a  solar  cell  in
operating conditions), and the incremental conductance, given
by the dI to dV differentials ratio, with positive sign. From a
mathematic point of view, this algorithm is surely better than
the  previous  one,  as  it  potentially  avoid  the  output  power
ripple present in the P&O algorithm. The disadvantage resides
in the complexity of the control system, which has to manage
more operations.

An even more efficient algorithm, with extraction efficiency
reported in the order of 99%, is the Parasitic Capacitance one
[55]: it is very similar to the Incremental Conductance one, as
it aims to bring to zero the derivative of the power respect to
the voltage, but takes into account also the effect of the shunt
parasitic capacitances of the cells within the module, that are
the cause of the output power ripple signal from the PV panel. 
To  calculate  the  incremental  conductance,  a  frequency
discrimination between the power contribution from the solar
power  source  is  necessary,  and  so  the  introduction  of  a
dedicated  hardware  (high-pass  filters  and  multipliers)  and  a
higher  computation  capacity  for  the  determination  of  the
harmonic components will be necessary.

These  three  methods  reside  on  the  availability  of  direct
measuring  both  output  voltage  and  current  from  the  solar
power  source.  Beside  these  methods,  others  have  been
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proposed,  based  on  the  reading  of  only  one  of  these  two
variables,  at  predicted  time intervals,  and  on  electrical  and
mathematical  models  of  the  solar  panels,  more  or  less
complicated.  For  instance  a  method  consists  in  the
disconnection of  the  cell  for  a  certain  time interval,  during
which the open circuit voltage (VOC) produced by the cell is
measured  [56].  This  voltage  value  is  then  scaled  by  a
predefined parameter (<1), that identify the ratio between the
maximum  power  point  voltage  and  open  circuit  voltage,
calculated  by  an  a  priori  analysis  of  the  cell  electrical
behavior.  The  so  calculated  voltage  value  will  be  the  next
operating voltage applied to the cell. An analog method has
been  proposed,  based  on  the  reading  of  the  short  circuit
current  (Isc)  [57].  The  advantages  of  these  methods,  by  a
computational point of view, are clear and evident; but they
have  also  evident  disadvantages.  First,  they  need  a  time
interval during which the cell, though working, is not giving
energy to  the  load,  but  only acts  as  a  device  under  test  to
extract  the  needed  variable.  Second,  the  efficiency  of  this
scheme strongly depends on the definition of the cell model,
and  it  assumes  constant  the  ratio  VMAX/VOC in  different
lighting, temperature  and  lifetime conditions,  resulting quite
loose.  In  other  proposed  schemes,  the  evaluation  of  the
operating  voltage  from  the  observed  variable  is  a  more
complex  function  that  takes  into  account  different
environmental  conditions,  that  makes  a  more  complete  cell
model, but also needs bigger memory space to consider many
model parameters. Other proposal consists in having a control
test cell, completely apart from the power generation system,
whose  electric  characteristic  perfectly  match  the  operating
panel ones, and so managing with an indirect control driven by
a  twin  cell:  the  performances  of  this  method  are  totally
dependent from the matching between the operating panel and
the  test  cell,  not  simple  to  achieve  really,  and  there  are
intrinsic losses due to the presence of the test cell, that occupy
an  illuminated  area  and  has  its  own  mass,  fundamental
parameters  in  the design of  an  UAV,  without performing a
power generation.

For the implementation of these algorithms, many proposal
have been offered by literature, for stand-alone systems [58],
and also for system characterized by the combination of a PV
power  source  followed  by  a  DC  motor,  in  water  pumping
application [59]-[61] and in solar powered vehicles [62]-[64].
In this last case, in addition to the MPPT dedicated controller,
there is the presence of the motor driving system, generally a
DC\DC converter,  whose sizing depends on both the output
power features of the solar power source system (made by the
panels  followed  by  the  MPPT)  and  the  motor  driving
requirements. The design of such a control system can vary for
the typology of the cells [64] and for the configuration chosen
for the series-parallel connection between cells [65],[66].

In [67] the PV MPPT system adopts a boost converter to
transfer power from solar array to load. Fig. 4 shows the PV
array characteristic, while fig. 5 shows the circuit diagram of
PV DC-DC converter  system. In fig.  5  the power switch D
controls  the  output  energy  of  the  solar  array.  When  D  is
opened  (D=0)  power  will  be  switched  to  open,  when D is
closed (D=1) power will be switched to close.

Fig. 4 – PV array characteristic

Fig. 5 – Circuit diagram of PV DC-DC converter system

In [68] the authors proposed an interleaved boost DC-DC
converter to transfer the low DC voltage of the cell to high DC
voltage in DC link. The converter has a parallel structure with
two  voltage-doublers  boost  converters  by  interleaving  their
output voltages to reduce the voltage ripple ratio.

In  [69]  an  artificial  neural  network  (ANN)  is  used  to
estimate  the  global  solar  energy,  having latitude,  longitude,
day number and sunshine ratio as inputs.

V. ENERGY FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM

For  the  global  energy  control  system point  of  view,  the
principal issue is the evaluation of cost and benefits, in terms
of power, of a control system implemented on the vehicle. For
the  costs,  actually,  the  principal  impact  to  evaluate  is  the
weight  of  each  single  added  driving  component  on  the
airplane, as a greater mass means greater power needing in the
motor design. The relation mass-power is crucial in the design
of the UAV. In the Zephyr project [70], for example, first the
introduction of an additional driving system with a mass of 1
kg has been taken into account with a penalty function of the
motor power performances equal to 5%; but the design of the
UAV with this penalty function led to a  failure,  and so the
penalty estimation has been corrected, and the new value was
10%, which allowed the design to become consistent. 

There is the need for a control system which can allow the
UAV’s motor to work in stability, sourcing the energy from
the  batteries  without  minding  about  the  environmental  and
illumination condition of  the  solar  panels.  The  energy flow
scheme  for  the  UAV  generally  consists  in  a  photovoltaic
power source, followed by a MPPT scheme (for managing the
output  power  from  the  panels),  the  battery  pack  (to  store
energy when the output power exceeds the power needs, and to
provide energy during the power need peaks), the PMBLDC
motor, and a power control circuitry, for granting a constant
energy supply to the motor [71].
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For the power control system, the requirements reside in the
regulation  of  output  voltage,  in  order  to  properly  feed  the
motor.  This  is  generally  obtained  by  a  feedback  control
realized  by  a  PID  Dual  loop  controller,  identified  by  two
loops,  one  sensing  the  value  of  the  rotor  speed,  the  other
sensing  the  rotor  current.  The  weighted  sum of  the  errors
measured by these two loops is the input total error for the PID
network.  The  current  loop  acts  as  a  limiter,  more  than  a
controller, as it avoids current peaks and high rippled currents
in the motor, which could cause irreversible failures. The PID
output is still  valid until both the loops error  signal are not
zero. Generally the PID output signal is used to drive a PWM
modulator,  which manages a two-quad chopper,  that  supply
the  motor  with  the  proper  voltage.  In  the  solar  powered
vehicles, however, the two-quad chopper can be substituted by
a couple of DC\DC boost converter in series, in order to have
a low current input range for the motor[72],[73].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As it has been discussed,  the design of an UAV is not a
unique process: it depends on the tasks the vehicle is designed
for (weather monitoring, plantation fields observance,…) and
then on the altitudes it has to reach and the time it has to fly
for. As the power system of the UAV consists in many blocks,
there are many ways to improve the system performances. For
some parts  of  the  system, like  the  motors,  the  advances  in
research  and  development  of  PMBLDC motors  offer  many
options  for  an  optimized  design,  already  with  good
performance in terms of power to weight ratio, that is the most
important parameter in the design of the UAV. Also for the
MPPT algorithms there are plenty of solutions available from
literature that are suitable for the design of the UAV. For other
parts of the system design, like the photovoltaic panels and the
battery pack, there are, of course, many technological issues to
solve to optimize the power (or energy) to weight ratio, but the
design of custom devices for the UAV could be very important
for the improvement of the vehicle performance. At the end,
the driving control system involved in the energy flow system
can be  improved  applying many techniques  already studied
and used for the driving of field electric vehicles.
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